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Abstract. Recommender algorithms have been quite successfully employed in a
variety of scenarios from filtering applications to recommendations of movies and
books at Amazon.com. However, all these algorithms focus on single item recommendations and do not consider any more complex recommendation structures.
This paper explores how semantically rich complex recommendation structures,
represented as RDF graphs, can be exchanged and shared in a distributed social
network. After presenting a motivating scenario we define several annotation ontologies we use in order to describe context information on the user desktop and
show how our ranking algorithm can exploit this information. We discuss how social distributed networks and interest groups are specified using extended FOAF
vocabulary, and how members of these interest groups share semantically rich
recommendations in such a network. These recommendations transport shared
context as well as ranking information, described in annotation ontologies. We
propose an algorithm to compute these rankings which exploits available context
information and show how rankings are influenced by the context received from
other users as well as by the reputation of the members of the social network with
whom the context is exchanged.
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Introduction

This paper explores how we can use communication in social networks to share and
extend context information and how semantically rich recommendations between members of interest groups in such settings can be realized. We will build upon FOAF networks, which describe personal and group information, based on the FOAF vocabulary
to describe friends, groups and interests. We will focus on how to share context in such
a network, how to use these shared metadata to connect the information of different
peers in the social network and how to use it for social recommendations.
The next section describes a motivating scenario that shows how context and rankings are exchanged inside a research group. Section 3 discusses how to describe contexts and their corresponding metadata by means of appropriate ontologies and how to
use these metadata for extended desktop search with appropriate ranking of search results. Section 4 describes how we exchange context and importance information among
the members of an interest group defined through an extended FOAF vocabulary introduced in section 4.1. Section 4.3 presents the algorithm used for the rank computation,
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together with the results we get after applying the algorithm on a users’ context metadata before and after she receives additional resources and context from another group
member. We discuss the influence of user trust upon ranking results and comment the
results of some experiments. Section 5 gives an overview of related work. We then
conclude and sketch some future research issues.
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Motivating Scenario

As our motivating scenario, let us consider our L3S Research Group context and within
this group, Bob and Alice as two members who exchange information. One important
task in a research group is exchanging and sharing knowledge, which we will focus
upon in this paper. Unfortunately, the most widely used infrastructure for this purpose,
email, is poorly suited to support this exchange. When we exchange documents by
email, no context is shared (for example which are the interesting follow-up papers, or
which are the interesting references for a paper) and any comments about the documents
that are included in the email are lost as soon as the attached documents are stored in
some directory.
The following example shows how such a sharing scenario can be supported in a
more efficient manner. We assume that Bob mails Alice a document which he sent to
the DELOS Workshop, with the title ”I know I stored it somewhere - Contextual Information and Ranking on Our Desktop”. Bob is one of the authors and therefore he
already has all the important context for this paper including the cited papers stored on
his computer. In this first email, Alice will therefore not only receive the paper but also
its immediate context relevant for the research group, containing information about all
papers that are referenced in the DELOS paper, information about important authors
for this topic or which conferences are relevant. In other words, whenever we send
a paper, the metadata associated to that paper will also be sent. From the five references included, Alice decides that ”ObjectRank: Authority-Based Keyword Search in
Databases” and ”Activity Based Metadata for Semantic Desktop Search” are of particular interest for her and she sends back an email to Bob requiring additional information
about those. As an answer, she receives from Bob the context information associated
with these papers, containing the references that Bob has already downloaded. So the
context information will be exchanged progressively, from the immediate context to the
more distant one.
Figures 1 and 2 present the context created on Alice’s desktop as result of her metadata exchange with Bob. Figure 1 contains only the cites relationship among the various resources, while in figure 2 we represent additional relationships, like presented at,
downloaded from, author, or same session. Note that the context networks created on
the users’ desktop are not separated, but just visualized separately in these figures.
By examining the context graph in figure 2, we see that all the papers labeled from
G to Q were presented at different WWW Conferences, in different years, and all were
downloaded from the ACM Portal. Papers A, C and K all share the same author, Bob,
and have been downloaded from the L3S Publication page. Similarly, the publication
labeled B and the other two papers which were presented at the same session at the
VLDB conference were downloaded from the VLDB web site.
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Fig. 1. Publications Context Example - Part 1

All this information is taken into account when computing the importance of the
resources on Alice’s desktop. For example, when computing the importance of the conferences, the WWW Conference will be more important than other conferences, since
Alice already has a lot of important publications which have been presented there. The
number of papers from the same author Alice has already downloaded also influences
how important she considers that author. This means that certain authors are more important than others, based on the publications used and cited in the L3S Research Group,
as well as on general citation information about these authors. The fact that Alice knows
Bob and Bob is one of the authors of three publications Alice has on her desktop influences the importance of Bob’s publications and of course, Bob’s importance as author.
So he will be definitely more important to Alice than other authors not known to her.
In order to be able to compute the rankings of their documents Alice and Bob have to
build a context around the resources they have stored on their desktops. The next section
presents in more detail how this context information is created and then describes how
this context can be used in computing rankings of search results on the desktop.

3
3.1

Representing Context and Importance
Representing Context

Generally speaking, context information describes all aspects important for a certain
situation: ideas, facts, persons, publications, and many more. Context information includes all relevant relationships as well as interaction history. Current desktop search
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Fig. 2. Publications Context Example - Part 2

prototypes fall short of utilizing any desktop specific information, especially context
information, and just use full text index search. In our scenario we clearly need to use
additional context information, and specifically want to exploit the following contexts:
CiteSeer context. The most important aspects we want to record from the CiteSeer
context are the publications we are viewing or downloading and how these publications
are connected to other publications. Important parts of the available context information
are the authors of these publications, the conferences in which they were presented or
the year when they were published and even more, the publications which cite them or
are cited by them. We want to keep track whether we saved a certain publication on our
own desktop in order to be able to find it later and we want to receive suggestions about
papers that might be interesting in the same or overlapping contexts.
CiteSeer provides four additional types of links that can be followed after identifying a paper. The most expressive in our case would be the ones that refer to the related
documents from co-citations and the papers that appear on the same web site.
Browsing and Desktop context. Browser caches include all information about user’s
browsing behaviour, which are useful both for finding relevant results, and for providing additional context for results. In our scenario, when we search for a document we
downloaded from the CiteSeer repository, we do not only want to retrieve the specific
document, but also all the referenced and referring papers which we downloaded on
that occasion as well.
In general, we view documents stored from emails and from web sites as our personal digital library, which holds the papers we are interested in, plus all relevant contextual information. When we store documents, we can then retrieve them efficiently
and restore the original context we built up when storing these documents. Personalized search and ranking on the desktop takes this contextual information into account
as well as the preferences implicit in this information. [5] discusses how people tend
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to associate things to certain contexts. So far, however, search infrastructures neither
collect nor use this contextual information.

Scenario specific annotation ontologies. Figure 3 presents our current prototype ontology, used for implementing our motivating scenario. It specifies context metadata
for the CiteSeer context, files and web pages, together with the relations among them
(described in more detail in [2]). Conceptually, the elements in the rectangles represent
classes, circles represent class attributes. We use classes whenever we want to attach
importance / rank on entities, attributes otherwise.

Fig. 3. Context ontology for our prototype

For the browsing and desktop context, we annotate each page with additional information about its basic properties (URL, access date, etc), as well as more complex
ones such as in- and out-going links browsed [[2]]. The user’s behaviour as the pages
or publications he browsed or downloaded provide useful additional information. Files,
which are stored from web pages, reside in certain directories, which in turn can include other directories. The creation or change date of a file together with the number
of accesses are some other important indicators which have to be taken into account
when describing the desktop context. An extended publication ontology makes use of
additional knowledge about how CiteSeer pages are connected and what they represent.
Publications are referenced by other publications and can cite others, they can have a
publication date / year associated with them, as well as a conference or journal. Publications have authors and are stored as documents on the desktop.
Other ontologies describe contexts like conferences, including reviewers, papers,
meetings, authors, or private contexts like birthdays, including persons, locations, etc.
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3.2

Representing Importance

In addition to the information which resources are included in a specific context, we
also want to know how important or valuable these resources are. We therefore have to
develop a mechanism which allows us to express this information and use it for ranking
search results.
Authority transfer annotations. Annotation ontologies describe all aspects and relationships among resources which influence the ranking. The identity of the authors,
for example, influences our opinion of documents so “author” should be represented
explicitly as a class in our publication ontology. We then have to specify how these
aspects influence each other’s importance.
ObjectRank [1] has introduced the notion of authority transfer schema graphs,
which extend schemas similar to the ontologies previously described, by adding weights
and edges in order to express how importance propagates among the entities and resources inside the ontology. These weights and edges represent the authority transfer
annotations, which extend our context ontologies with the information we need to compute ranks for all instances of the classes defined in the context ontologies.1

Fig. 4. Authority transfer annotations, including external ranking sources

Figure 4 depicts our context ontology plus its authority transfer annotations. The
ontology representing our browsing and desktop context says that a visited web page is
important if we arrived at the current one from an important page, if the file under which
it is stored is important, or if the date when the page was visited is important. For the
CiteSeer context, publications transfer part of their authority to other papers they cite,
to their authors, to the files under which they are stored, and to the year when the paper
1

In contrast to ObjectRank, we do not compute a keyword-specific ranking, but a global one.
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was published. As we can see, citing important papers doesn’t make a paper important.
As suggested in [1], every edge from the schema graph is split into two edges, one for
each direction. This is motivated by the observation that authority potentially flows in
both directions and not only in the direction that appears in the schema - if we know
that a particular person is important, we also want to have all emails we receive from
this person ranked higher. The final ObjectRank value for each resource is calculated
based on the PageRank formula.
Personalized Preferences and Ranking. Different authority transfer weights express
different preferences of the user, translating into personalized ranking. The important
requirement for doing this successfully is that we include in a user ontology all concepts, which influence our ranking function. For example, if we view a publication
important because it was written by an author important to us, we have to represent that
in our context ontology.

4
4.1

Sharing Context and Importance
Interest Groups

Interest groups in our context are specialized social networks that have a stated common
interest which connects the members of the group. One important reason for creating
interest groups resides in increasing the efficiency of the information flow inside that
group. All members of the same interest group share the same domain of interest and
the social relationships are woven around this type of information sharing. They are
all possibly part of the same professional group, just as we described in the motivating
scenario, Alice and Bob being in the same research group, the L3S Research Group.
We chose to represent interest groups based on an extension of FOAF in order to
describe the social network of participants and we will describe all contexts as RDF
metadata, as presented in [2]. Being based on RDF, FOAF inherits some of its benefits,
like the ease of aggregating and harvesting it, or combining it with other vocabularies,
thus allowing us to capture a rich set of metadata. The basic FOAF vocabulary itself
is pretty simple, pragmatic and designed to allow simultaneous deployment and extension. It is identified by the namespace URI ’http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/’ and described
in more detail at the FOAF project page [8].
FOAF terms represent information which can be grouped in the following five
broad categories: FOAF Basics, Personal Information, Online Accounts/ IM, Projects
and Groups, Documents and Images. The most important for us is the Projects and
Groups category, which allows us to talk about groups and group membership among
others. Groups are represented with the aid of the foaf:Group class, which represents
a collection of individual agents. The foaf:member property allows us to explicitly
express the membership of agents to a group. Since the foaf:Person class is a subclass of the foaf:Agent class, persons can also be members of a group. One can specify the interests of the group members by using specific properties, like foaf:interest,
foaf:topic interest, or foaf:topic, even though it is not yet clear how to use them correctly.
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A notable omission in the basic FOAF vocabulary is the inability to express anything related to information sharing in a group. Even though being in a group or social
network usually means that we want to share information within this social network,
there is no vocabulary to express this in FOAF. The assumption we make in this paper is that people belonging to a common interest group will share a specific set of
metadata. In our scenario these are the contextual metadata defined by appropriate annotation ontologies, as discussed in the previous section. When members of an interest
group express that they want to share a certain set of metadata, they will agree on an
appropriate ontology defining this set. We will therefore extend the FOAF vocabulary
with a new property foaf:shared context which takes as its value the annotation ontology describing the metadata to be shared. Based on this, the FOAF description of
the L3S Research interest group and its members Bob and Alice as presented in our
motivating scenario looks as follows:
<f oaf : Group >
< f oaf : name > L3SResearchGroup < /f oaf : name >
<f oaf : member >
< f oaf : P erson >
< f oaf : name > Alice < /f oaf : name >
< f oaf : homepage rdf : resource = ”http : //www.l3s.de/ ∼ alice”/ >
< /f oaf : P erson >
< /f oaf : member >
<f oaf : member >
<f oaf : P erson >
< f oaf : name > Bob < /f oaf : name >
< f oaf : homepage rdf : resource = ”http : //www.l3s.de/ ∼ bob”/ >
< /f oaf : P erson >
< /f oaf : member >
< f oaf : shared context
rdf : resource = http : //www.l3s.de/isearch/citeseerContext.rdf / >
< f oaf : shared context
rdf : resource = http : //www.l3s.de/isearch/browsingDesktopContext.rdf / >
< /f oaf : Group >
4.2

Exchanging Context Within Interest Groups

Sharing context in an interest group is useful and necessary because not only do we
want to publish our own work but we also want to find out about additional new resources related to our work and get suggestions about possible further developments
in that area. Recommendation then means suggesting additional related information to
given items. In our motivating scenario, we have as interest group a set of researchers,
and a set of ontologies defining which metadata are shared between them. The contextual metadata corresponding to those ontologies as discussed in section 3 represent the
context information we have available on our desktop.
These context metadata are generated locally by a set of metadata generators [2],
which record user actions as well as interactions and information exchanges between
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members of a group. These metadata generators create RDF annotation files for each
resource whose context they describe, so for each relevant resource on the desktop (e.g.
a specific publication) we will have this additional RDF information available.
For the experiments described in this paper, we have implemented a metadata generator, which deals with publications, and crawls one’s desktop in order to identify and
annotate all papers saved as PDF files. For each identified paper, it extracts the title and
tries to match it with an entry into the CiteSeer publications database. If it finds an entry,
the application builds up an annotation file, containing information from the database
about the title of the paper, the authors, publication year, conference and other CiteSeer
references to publications. All annotation files corresponding to papers are then merged
in order to construct the RDF graph of publications existing on one’s desktop.
In our scenario, whenever Bob sends a publication to Alice, who is member of
the same interest group, he wants to attach the appropriate context information, i.e.
the publication context we have discussed in the scenario. A second (email) helper
application therefore checks who is the recipient of the email, which group she belongs
to, and therefore which context information/ metadata to attach. On Alice’s side, the
helper application has to integrate the newly received annotation files into the existing
publication graph.
4.3

Sharing Importance

Ranking of Resources - General Algorithm In our distributed scenario, each user has
his own contextual network / context metadata graph and for each node in this network
the appropriate ranking as computed by the algorithm described in section 3.2. The
computation of rankings on one’s desktop is based on the link structure of the resources
as specified by the defined ontologies and the corresponding metadata. When sharing
information within the group / network we exchange not only contexts but also rankings.
So exchanging context information has also an impact on the ranking of results of the
desktop search. These values are then recomputed according to the rankings received
together with the context from other persons.
Ranking of resources is calculated based on the PageRank formula:
r = dAr + (1 − d)e

(1)

applying the random surfer model and including all nodes in the base set. The random
jump to an arbitrary resource from the data graph is modeled by the vector e. A is the
adjacency matrix which connects all available instances of the existing context ontology on one’s desktop. The weights of the links between the instances correspond to the
weights specified in the authority transfer annotation ontology. Thus, when instantiating the authority transfer annotation ontology for the resources existing on the users’
desktop, the corresponding matrix A will have elements which can be either 0, if there
is no edge between the corresponding entities in the data graph, or they have the value
of the weight assigned to the edge determined by these entities, in the authority transfer
annotation ontology.
To make these details clear, let us look at the following example: we consider the
authority transfer annotation ontology for a publication ontology, as depicted in Figure
5 and then instantiate it. A subset of this data graph is shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 5. Authority transfer annotation ontology for a publication ontology

Fig. 6. Data Graph

The instantiation of our the matrix A from Equation 1 is depicted in Table 1:

 Y.M a
.
.
.
Y ingM a
−
−
− 0.2 0.2 −
−
−
−
Kleinberg 
−
−
−
−
− 0.2 0.2 −
−

Balmin  −
−
−
−
−
−
− 0.2 −
P
−
−
− 0.7 −
−
− 0.4
 0.5
 0.5
Q
−
−
−
−
−
−
− 0.4
A= J
 −
0.5 −
− 0.7 −
− 0.7 0.4
 −
H
0.5 −
−
−
−
−
− 0.4
 −
B
−
0.5
−
−
−
−
−
−

WWW
−
− 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 −
−
 −
V LDB
−
−
−
−
−
−
− 0.1 −

V LDB 
−
− 
− 

− 
− 
− 
− 
0.4 

− 
−

Table 1. The A matrix

According to Figure 6, the authors transfer 0.5 units of importance to their own
publications (Wei-Ying Ma to publications P, Q, Kleinberg to H and J and Balmin to
B). Publications transfer 0.7 units of importance to other papers they cite, 0.1 units to
the conferences where they were accepted and 0.2 units of importance to their authors.
The values in the matrix are grouped in blocks, formed by considering the cartesian
products Author × Author, Author × Publication, etc. The elements from one block
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can be either 0, if there is no edge between the corresponding entities in the data graph,
or they have the value of the weight assigned to the edge between the entities which
determine the block, from the authority transfer annotation ontology.
Ranking of Resources on Alice’s Desktop We computed the ranking values for the
resources existing on Alice’s desktop (see Figure 1 for the labels of resources). The results are presented in Table 2. Note that these values represent Alice’s personal rankings
according to the context existing around her resources and are not necessarily related to
external sources of ranking like CiteSeer or Google.
How Ranks Change When Bob Sends Something After receiving via email the context existing on Bob’s desktop, as we described in Section 2, Alice’s ranks change as
presented in Table 3. By comparing the values in the two tables, we can see that the
rankings increase, because existing resources are referenced by the newer ones. For
example, the rank of the ”ObjectRank” paper, labeled B, increases from 0.594175 to
1.124971 since it is now referenced by the paper labeled A. As a consequence, all the
rankings for the resources which have an incoming link from B will increase. This process of rank propagation is an iterative one, according to the links in the data graph, and
continues until the rank difference between two iterations is less than a certain threshold. Alice receives not only context from Bob, but also resources, so that she will also
have rank values for these new resouces.
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Resource Rank
W. Y. Ma 0.349624
Riedl 0.289991
Vogt 0.289991
Cai
0.260351
Balmin 0.251222
Kleinberg 0.345884
Brin 0.345884
P
0.719967
Q
0.450952
R
0.820831
S
0.820831
T
0.647477
B
0.594175
J
1.148130
G
1.148130
WWW 0.445696
SIGIR 0.345166
VLDB 0.200611
Table 2. Alice’s personal rank values

Resource Rank Resource Rank
W.Y. Ma 0.524152 Teevan 0.245807
Riedl 0.369096
Rose
0.260636
Vogt 0.369096
Guha
0.260636
Cai
0.313851 Rocha 0.260636
Balmin 0.341437
Quan
0.260636
Kleinberg 0.951419
I
1.463327
Brin 0.639601
H
1.698574
P
1.351007
D
0.727691
Q
0.846576
E
0.563505
R
1.286748
F
0.622081
S
1.286748
K
0.733372
T
0.962533
L
0.650674
B
1.124971
M
0.650674
J
3.008105
N
0.650674
G
2.875325
O
0.650674
WWW 1.390752
C
0.655163
SIGIR 0.512907
A
0.406226
VLDB 0.245718 SIGCHI 0.197904
Widom 0.399090 INTERACT 0.202887
Nejdl 0.455166 ESWC 0.205699
Dumais 0.379546 DELOS 0.184534
Table 3. Alice’s personal ranking values
after receiving context information from
Bob

The context which is received from other members of the interest group is used for
building the user’s own context, which means that it is also taken into account when
creating the adjacency matrix A. In order to include the rankings of other users into
the computation of the user’s own ranking, we work on the vector e, which models the
random jump. So, if a resource is highly ranked according to the received rankings and
the user wants to take this into account, she will have to assign a higher value for the
corresponding element in the vector which simulates the random jump.
Of course, even if two users exchange all of their context metadata, they still will
not have the same rankings, as local usage information such as number of accesses
etc., which influences rankings, always stays local and is not exchanged. Note that in
our data graph, group members usually appear as instances of authors or as senders of
emails [2], so we can use their rank as one possible indicator of their trustworthiness.
How Alice’s Trust in Bob Influences the Rankings Even inside an interest group,
we have to take into account different reputations. If somebody, whom I trust and who
is important for me, sends his recommendations, I want his suggestions to be higher
ranked than the ones received from a more untrusted person. These different reputations
can be represented by influencing the dampening factor. The higher the trustworthiness
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of someone in my interest group, who sends me her own context and rankings, the
higher should be the probability to reach the resources in that set.
In our example, we considered only one user Alice exchanges context with. In the
previous table, Table 3, the rankings are computed as if Alice is fully trusting Bob, and
so does not make any difference between the resources she already has and the ones she
receives from him. This translates into a vector e having all elements 1. If Alice doesn’t
trust Bob 100%, she will have to bias the PageRank on her resources, that is assign
values less than 1 to the elements in the e vector corresponding to the resources coming
from Bob. This means that the probability of reaching the resources she receives from
Bob through a random jump is less than the probability of jumping to one of her own
resources. In our experiments we computed Alice’s rankings for different levels of trust
she has for Bob, and the results are presented in Table 4.
Resource Label

PageRank
90% Trust 50% Trust 30% Trust 10% Trust 1% Trust
Wei-Ying Ma
0.512070 0.465217 0.441329 0.417406 0.406896
Riedl
0.363519 0.342122 0.331131 0.320116 0.315321
Vogt
0.363519 0.342122 0.331131 0.320116 0.315321
Cai
0.310070 0.295519 0.288060 0.280584 0.277323
Balmin
0.333760 0.303559 0.288305 0.273040 0.266257
Kleinberg
0.920420 0.799795 0.738430 0.676985 0.649917
Brin
0.622799 0.557678 0.524464 0.491199 0.476592
P
1.307479 1.137762 1.051539 0.965213 0.927123
Q
0.819327 0.712840 0.658819 0.604739 0.580836
R
1.254108 1.127853 1.063365 0.998769 0.970455
S
1.254108 1.127853 1.063365 0.998769 0.970455
T
0.940389 0.854556 0.810777 0.766931 0.747677
B
1.079916 0.902077 0.812442 0.722759 0.682798
J
2.903632 2.496173 2.289197 2.081974 1.990525
G
2.776905 2.392989 2.197998 2.002777 1.916611
WWW
1.325955 1.070835 0.942042 0.813164 0.755852
SIGIR
0.500467 0.451987 0.427339 0.402658 0.391778
VLDB
0.241880 0.226780 0.219153 0.211520 0.208128
Widom
0.371165 0.260322 0.204639 0.148938 0.124017
Nejdl
0.409618 0.227602 0.136575 0.045555 0.004607
Dumais
0.344211 0.203102 0.132490 0.061876 0.030133
Teevan
0.221220 0.122908 0.073747 0.024589 0.002470
Table 4. Alice’s ranking values after receiving context information from Bob for different trust
levels

As we would expect, the rankings decrease, as trust decreases, but are still greater
than the original rankings for the resources existing on the desktop before receiving
input from other users. Even for a trust level of 1%, the rankings are still greater than
the ones computed for resources originally existing on one’s desktop. That is because
for these resources Alice already has her own ratings and they will increase due to the
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fact that they are referencend by some of the received resources. On the other hand, for
the newly received resources, (Teevan, Dumais, etc.) for a trust level of 1%, the rankings
are not much greater than 0. The probability to jump to one of these resources is 0.01,
in contrast to the probability of executing a random jump to the ones already existing.

5

Related Work

[3] presents a class of model-based recommendation algorithms for creating a top-N
list of recommendations. In their approach, they first determine the similarities between
the various items and then use them to identify the set of items to be recommended.
[3] also addresses the key steps of this class of algorithms: which are the methods used
to compute the similarity between items and which are the methods used to combine
these similarities, in order to compute the similarity between a basket of items and a
candidate recommender item. Opposed to this, in our approach the recommended items
are based on user preferences and explicit context information.
Tapestry [4] is a recommender system which, in a sense, is similar to our approach.
Tapestry is an e-mail filtering system, designed to filter e-mails received from mailing
lists and newsgroup postings. Each user can write a comment / annotation about each
email message and share these annotations with a group of users. A user can then filter
these email messages by writing queries on these annotations. Though Tapestry allows
individual users to benefit from annotations made by other users, the system requires an
individual user to write complicated queries. We extend the idea in Tapestry by annotating not only emails but other resources on the user’s desktop. In addition, exchange
of annotations is handled (semi-) automatically.
The first system that generated automated recommendations was the GroupLens
system [7]. The system, like in our case, provides users with personalized recommendations by identifying a neighbourhood of similar users and recommending the articles
that this group of users finds interesting.
The most interesting work for recommendation infrastructures, which does not require a central recommender server is PocketLens, [6]. The paper discusses on how to
preserve privacy in such an infrastructure. In contrast to our work, they do not exploit
semantic connections between items, such as we have for citation relationships.
Compared to the usual recommender systems, including the commercial ones such
as Amazon.com, which usually suggest single items, we have the potential to make
semantically rich suggestions that are represented as parts of a semantic network which
we exchange. Additionally we also provide to the user information about other users’
rankings. While most recommender systems define groups by relying on the overlap
among preferred items, we rely on an explicit group membership denotation based on
FOAF metadata.

6

Conclusions & Future Work

FOAF is a nice vocabulary to describe social networks, but most of the current applications are centered around describing social networks and not how to use them. This
paper explores how to build upon FOAF and rich semantic web metadata to exchange
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and recommend context information and resources in a social network. These contextual metadata are described by appropriate annotation ontologies, and are exchanged
within FOAF groups as specified by the group members. The exchange of metadata
is done by means of additional attachments for each document exchanged via email,
extending email exchange from pure document exchange to an exchange of both document and relevant context information. We presented how the computation of ranking is
accomplished and how this computation is influenced by the context exchange as well
as by the reputation of persons involved in the exchange process.
There are quite a few interesting issues to be investigated in future work, including privacy and security issues. This is especially important if we exploit peer-to-peer
infrastructures instead of email attachments to implement a knowledge sharing infrastructure as described in this paper. It is also worthy to note that the ranking we compute
for different resources can be compared to the ratings which are used in recommender
systems. We can therefore not only share resources which are semantically connected
to the ones we are exchanging, but also resources which are ranked / rated highly by
peers in our community. An additional interesting aspect is to explore dynamic social
networks, where groups are not statically defined from the beginning but dynamically
based on the exchange of context metadata. In this case users can initially choose which
pieces of metadata information they want to append to a document for certain recipients, and common exchange patterns then determine common interest groups and allow
automatic exchange of metadata based on these previous interactions.
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